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The Fair Labor Standards Act

(FLSA)





FLSA: Purpose
Requires that most employees in the United States be paid at
least the federal minimum wage and overtime pay provided
by Section 13(a)(1) of the FLSA, as defined by Regulations, 29
CFR Part 541.

*Remember: When a State law provides for higher minimum
wage, the State law applies. (In FL $8.05/hr, $5.03 for a tipped
employee).



Introductory Questions to Ask

1. Does the Act apply?

2. If the Act applies, is the employee exempt?

3. What are the problem issues to look out for?

4. What are the different ways to calculate an employee’s
overtime?



Employment Relationship

• For the FLSA to apply, there must be an employment relationship
between an “employer” and an “employee.”



FLSA Coverage

• (2) Types

1. Enterprise Coverage – If the enterprise is covered all employees
of the enterprise will be covered.

2. Individual Coverage – Even if the enterprise isn’t covered,
individual employees may be covered.



FLSA Coverage

• Enterprise coverage – an enterprise with:

1. At least two (2) employees;

2. At least $500,000 a year in business.

• Hospitals, businesses providing medical or nursing care for residents,
schools and preschools, and government agencies are automatically
covered.



FLSA Coverage

• Individual Coverage – an employee may be engaged in interstate
commerce even if the business is not covered by enterprise coverage
if the work of the individual affects interstate commerce.

• Examples: using a phone, internet, ordering from out of state,
processing credit cards, traveling to other states.

• Almost every employee is covered by the Act. Very limited exceptions
apply when truly local, small business and/or family operated.



FLSA Exemptions

• Some employees are exempt from the minimum wage and
overtime pay provisions.

• Exemptions are narrowly construed against the employer
asserting them.

• The ultimate burden of supporting the actual application of
an exemption rests on the employer.



FLSA Exemptions: “Blue Collar Workers”

• It is important to remember that the 13(a)(1) exemptions
apply to “white collar” employees who meet the salary and
duties tests.

• The exemptions do not apply to manual laborers or other
“blue collar” workers who perform work involving repetitive
operations with their hands, physical skill and energy.



FLSA Exemptions

• Most Common Examples of Exemptions:

1. 541 Exemption (White Collar Exemption)

a) Executive

b) Administrative employees

c) Professional employees

d) Outside Sales

2. Retail and Commissioned Sales Employees

a) Section 7(i)



FLSA Exemptions

• All 541 exemptions:

1. Exempt employees are typically paid for a job or task not by hours (rule of
thumb)

2. Based on primary duty not title

3. To qualify for exemption, employees generally must be paid at not less than
$455 per week on a salary basis. These salary requirements do not apply to
outside sales employees, teachers, and employees practicing law or
medicine. Exempt computer employees must be paid at least $455 on a
salary basis or on an hourly basis at a rate not less than $27.63 an hour.



FLSA Exemptions
• Executive Test criteria:

1. Compensated at a rate of
$455 per week

2. Manages a department AND

3. Directs the work of at least 2
employees

4. Can hire, fire, discipline or
make meaningful
recommendations in changes
in status

NBC, The Office -
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Michael_Scott_%28Th
e_Office%29



FLSA Exemptions
• Administrative test criteria:

1. Compensated on a rate of $455
per week.

2. Primary duty in office and not
manual labor.

3. Directly related to policies or
general business operations.

4. Regularly exercises independent
judgment.

Dilbert by Scott Adams -
https://www.pinterest.com/pin/412501647090607522/



FLSA Exemptions
• Highly compensated employees:

1. No manual labor.
2. Paid in excess of $100,000 per year.
3. Perform at least one of the duties of an administrative, professional, or executive

employee.

Dilbert by Scott Adams -
https://www.pinterest.com/pin/12
5045327131195664/



FLSA Exemptions
• Outside Sales:

• Primary duty is making sales
or obtaining orders for goods
and services for
consideration paid by a
customer.

• Must be customarily and
regularly engaged in sales
away from the office. TheMemesFactory.com: http://thememesfactory.com/alright-dave-lets-

talk-numbers/#!prettyPhoto-13662/0/



FLSA Exemptions
• Retail and Commissioned Sales Employees

• If a retail or service employer elects to use the Section 7(i) overtime exemption for
commissioned employees, three conditions must be met:

1. The employee must be employed by a retail or service establishment, and
2. The employee’s regular rate of pay must exceed one and one-half times the applicable

minimum wage for every hour worked in a work week in which overtime hours are
worked, and

3. More than half the employee’s total earnings in a representative period must consist of
commissions.

• The representative period for determining if enough commissions have been paid may be as
short as one month, but must not be greater than one year.



FLSA Exemptions

• Is a paralegal exempt?
• No. Assuming the Salary requirement is met, paralegals

generally just carry out assignments given to them by an
attorney (i.e., no independent judgment).

• Also, no required prolonged course of specialized intellectual
instruction.



FLSA Exemptions

• Independent Contractor



FLSA Exemptions

• Plumber Paul
• Paul reports to work at the same

company every day.

• The company provides Paul with the
tools, materials, and instructions to
do his job.

• The owner of the company assigns
Paul which houses he needs to visit
each morning at 6 a.m.

• This is Paul’s only source of income.



FLSA Exemptions
• Plumber Pete

• Pete reports to work at the same company 3/4 days a week. He works as many hours
as he needs to finish his tasks on the days he reports.

• Pete advertises on his Facebook page to get additional day jobs as a carpenter.

• When Pete comes to work the owner provides materials to do his job. However,
Pete is a master plumber and needs very little instruction and he owns his own tools,
except for special tools he borrows from the company.

• The owner pulls down jobs for Pete in the same way he does for Paul.

• The company pays Pete by the hour when he works.

• Pete has some discretion on the days he works and jobs he takes.

• Pete has worked for the company in this capacity for 17 years.

• Pete is the owner’s son.



FLSA Exemptions
1. The economic realities factors should be applied in view of the

FLSA’s broad scope of employment and “suffer or permit” standard

2. The economic realities factors guide the determination whether the
worker is truly an independent business or is economically
dependent on the employer



FLSA Exemptions
• Economic Realities Factors:

a) Is the work an integral part of the employer’s business?

b) Does the worker’s managerial skill affect the worker’s opportunity for profit
or loss?

c) How does the worker’s relative investment compare to the employer’s
investment?

d) Does the work performed require special skill and initiative?

e) Is the relationship between the worker and the employer permanent or
indefinite?

f) What is the nature and degree of the employer’s control?



Independent Contractor vs. Employee
• Susie’s Salon

• Susie owns a building with a business advertised
as “Susie’s Salon.”

• She has hairdressers sign an independent
contractor agreement.

• She controls the prices hairdressers may charge
for their service, based on their experience.

• Susie takes a percentage of each customer’s fee
as rent for booth space.

• Susie tells hairdressers they must perform
services at least 4 days a week, between the
hours of 8-5.

• Susie does not buy any of the hairdresser’s tools;
however, each hairdresser uses sinks and booths
supplied by Susie.

• Susie pays for all of the advertisements for the
business, which is advertised as “Susie’s Salon.”



FLSA Exemptions: Factors not Considered
with Regard to Independent Contractors

• The following factors are not considered when assessing independent
contractor status:

a) That the worker has signed an agreement stating he/she is an independent
contractor (the FLSA does not consider labels dispositive);

b) The fact the worker has incorporated a business and/or is licensed by
State/local government agency;

c) Time/mode of pay.



FLSA Common Issues to Avoid



FLSA Common Issues to Avoid

1. “Salaried” means no overtime requirement

2. Any excuse for poor record keeping is likely unlawful (unless genuinely exempt)

3. Improperly applying exemption

4. Failing to pay for hours an employee is “suffered” and “permitted” to work

5. Limiting number of hours employees are allowed to record

6. Automatic anything

7. Failing to add hours at separate establishments

8. Treating employees as independent contractors

9. Deductions as punishment

10. Deductions as back charge



FLSA Deductions

• Deductions are lawful provided that:

1. The deduction is not for an item that primarily benefits
employer.

2. The deduction does not reduce wages below the minimum wage
threshold for the particular week.



FLSA Deductions

• Impermissible deductions:
• Cash shortages;
• Required uniforms;
• Customer walk-outs; or
• Employer required tools

• IF the deduction reduces the employee’s wages below the minimum wage or cuts into
overtime pay.

• A “food credit” may be taken for food that is provided, if the employer only
deducts the food at cost. An employer cannot deduct the menu price.



FLSA Salary Issues
• Being paid on a “salary basis” means an employee regularly receives a

predetermined amount of compensation each pay period on a weekly, or less
frequent, basis.
oCannot be reduced because of variations in the quality or quantity of the

employee’s work.
oMust receive the full salary for any week in which the employee performs any

work, regardless of the number of days or hours worked.
o Exempt employees do not need to be paid for any work week in which they

perform no work.
oHowever, if the employee is ready, willing and able to work, deductions may

not be made for time when work is not available.



FLSA Salary Issues Cont’d
• Deductions from pay are permissible when an exempt employee:

1. Is absent from work for one or more full days for personal reasons other than
sickness or disability

2. Is absent one or more full days due to sickness or disability if the deduction is
made in accordance with a bona fide plan, policy or practice

3. Receives an amount from another source such as jury or witness fees, military pay;
penalties, for infractions of safety rules of major significance, or for unpaid
disciplinary suspensions of one or more full days.

• An employer is not required to pay the full salary in the initial or terminal week of
employment.

• If the employer makes deductions from an employee’s predetermined salary, i.e.,
because of the operating requirements of the business, that employee is not paid on a
“salary basis.”



Tipped Employees under the FLSA
• A tipped employee works in an occupation in which he or she

receives more than $30 per month.
• Paid a minimum of $2.13 ($5.03 in Florida). The rest of the

minimum wage is claimed as a “tip credit.” (in Florida, $3.02 is
the tip credit (which equals minimum wage of $8.05)).

Note: The employer can only claim a “tip credit” if
• The employer notifies the employee about the tip credit

before the tip credit is taken.
• The employer must be able to document that the employee

has received at least the minimum wage for each hour
worked.

• All tips are kept by the employee and the employee is not
required to share (unless sharing through a valid tip pooling
agreement).



Suffered or Permitted to Work
Off-the-clock time:

• Often an employee will request compensation for off-the-clock work.

• “Employ” includes to suffer or permit to work. The Act states “[w]ork
not requested but suffered or permitted is work time.”

• Unless the employer knows an individual is performing work on its
behalf, the work performed is not within the purview of an
employer/employee relationship. However, an employer has a duty
of reasonable inquiry, given the conditions prevailing in its business,
to determine if work is performed on its behalf.



Suffered or Permitted to Work

Unauthorized Work

• Work not requested but nevertheless performed is covered
and compensable.

• Standard is if the employer had reason to know or believe
work was being performed.

• Very low standard.



Suffered or Permitted to Work
• Paula owns Paula’s Property Management Experts. She

employs workers who are in-house at various properties.
Each week these workers send in their time sheets. Paula
has a policy that each in-house property manager must take
an hour lunch, and they are not permitted to work through
lunch, as Paula does not want to pay overtime unless she
pre-approves it. Paula has told Erica repeatedly that she
cannot work through lunch, but Erica continues to turn in
timesheets showing unauthorized overtime due to Erica
working through lunch. What should Paula do?



Paula’s Property Management Experts
• Can Paula deduct one hour from Erica’s most-recent time

sheet, as punishment for Erica’s failure to follow the
overtime policy?

• No. This time was earned and must be paid. Paula should instead terminate
Erica’s employment or if there is a progressive discipline policy, a proper
write-up or warning should be delivered.



Waiting Time

• Waiting time can be work time if time is controlled by the employer
and employee cannot use time for their own purposes.

• Waiting time is not work time when employee is completely relieved
from duty and the time can be used by the employee freely.



On Call Time

• On call time is work time if the employee has to stay on premises or
cannot travel or be unavailable to the extent the employee cannot
use the time for his/her own purpose.

• Not work time if required to carry a pager or cell phone or required
simply to leave instructions where employee can be reached.



Meals and Rest Periods

• Break or lunch shorter than 20
minutes is work time.

• Longer than 20 minutes can be
deducted from work time.

• No automatic deductions.

• Employee must be relieved of all
duties during the break or lunch
period.



Travel Time

1. To or from work is not work
time.

2. Travel between jobs is work
time.

• Employer may pay different
rates for travel time and
work time.

• Must have accurate records
of different rates.



Waiver of Overtime
• Overtime MAY NOT be waived:

• An employer cannot obtain a waiver from an employee regarding
overtime.

• An agreement that only 8 hours a day or only 40 hours per week will be
counted as working time is not enforceable.

• An employer announcing that no overtime work is permitted, or that
overtime will not be paid unless authorized in advance will not impair
an employee’s right to receive overtime if compensable overtime hours
are worked.



Recordkeeping

An employer must keep records if:

1. The employer is covered under the FLSA, and

2. The employee is non-exempt.

There is no defense for a failure to keep records.

Covered + Non-Exempt = Recordkeeping



Recordkeeping: Required Records
1. Employee’s full name and SSN

2. Address, including zip code

3. Birth date, if younger than 19

4. Sex and occupation

5. Time and day of week when employee’s work week begins

6. Hours worked each day

7. Total hours worked each work week

8. Basis on which employee’s wages are paid

9. Total daily or weekly straight-time earnings

10. Total overtime earnings for the work week

11. All additions to or deductions from the employee’s wages

12. Total wages paid each pay period

13. Date of payment and the play period covered by the
payment

http://abovethelaw.com/wp-
content/uploads/2013/01/file-cabinet3.jpg



Recordkeeping
Employers may use any timekeeping method

• Time clock

• Assign a timekeeper to keep track

• Sign-in sheet

• Electronic methods

* Any timekeeping plan is acceptable as long as it is complete and
accurate.



Overtime

http://ftw.usatoday.com/2015/06/johnny-manziel-is-retiring-the-money-sign



What is a “Workweek”

• A “workweek” does not depend on how frequently an employer
processes payroll.

• Each week: 168-hour period must be analyzed alone.

• Compliance is determined by work week and each week stands by
itself.



What is the Regular Rate?
• Easy when the employee is paid a regular rate.
• Depending on the situation regular rate can fluctuate.
• In most instances divide the total hours worked by the dollars earned

that week.
• Exclusions from the calculation include: certain bonuses, gifts,

expense reimbursement, and any discretionary payments.

* production, incentive, and attendance bonuses generally constitute
earnings that must be included in the regular rate computation.



Methodology: The Calculation
There are multiple ways to lawfully calculate wages.

https://beta.theodysseyonline.com/the-struggles-of-math-class



Determining the Regular Rate

Step 1 – Total straight time earnings/hours worked = regular rate

Step 2 – Regular rate x .5 = premium

Step 3 – Premium x overtime hours = total overtime pay



Hourly Rate Plus Production Bonus
45 hours

$10/hr

$20 production bonus

Follow steps:

Step 1 - $470/45 = $10.44

Step 2 - $10.44 x .5 = $5.22 (premium)

Step 3 - $5.22 x 5 = $26.10

Total = $26.10 + $470 = $496.10

Note: Regular rate will change each week
based on the production bonus.

45 x $10 = $450

Production bonus = $20

Total $470



Different Rates (Practicing Trade v. Travel)
45 hours
Time practicing trade - $20.00/hr
Time driving - $8.05/hr
On a particular week 35 hours at $20.00
and 10 hours at $8.05

Follow steps:
Step 1 - $780.50/45 = $17.34
Step 2 - $17.34 x .5 = $8.67 (premium)
Step 3 - $8.67 x 5 = $43.35
Total = $43.35 + $780.50 = $823.85

35 x $20 = $700
10 x $8.05 = $80.50
Total = $780.50

Note: Premium is $8.67 NOT $10 or $4.03

This is the Weighted Average Method



Piece Rate
Even if pay on piece rate you must still track and keep records on time

45 hours
Piece rate earnings - $400

Follow Steps:
Step 1 - $400/45 = $8.89
Step 2 - $8.89 x .5 = $4.45 (premium)
Step 3 - $4.45 x 5 = $22.25

Total = $422.25 due



Salaried Employees: Fixed Hours
Salary is $500 per week
The Act will assume that is for a 40-hour work week
45 hours

Follow Steps
Step 1 - $500/45 - $11.11
Step 2 - $11.11 x .5 = $5.56 (premium)
Step 3 - $5.56 x 5 = $27.80

But- Since the law assumes 40 hours there is a regular rate missing on 5 hours at
$11.11/hr = $55.56.
Total owed $583.36 even if salaried – Must keep records



Salary for Fixed Hours in Excess of 40
Salary is $500/week.
The Act allows an employer to contract
with an employee for a fixed amount of
hours in excess of 40 (as long as the rate
never falls below the minimum wage).
Contract says the salary of $500/week is
for 50 hours.
45 hours worked

Follow Steps:

Step 1 - $500/45 = $11.11

Step 2 - $11.11 x .5 = $5.56 (premium)

Step 3 - $5.56 x 5 = $27.80

Total owed $527.80

Because the agreement was for 50 hours, the straight time has been paid.
Must keep records.



Fluctuating Work Week
• You must pay a fixed salary each week that does not vary based on

the number of hours worked;

• You and the employee must share a “clear mutual understanding”
that you will pay this fixed salary regardless of the number of hours
worked;

• The fixed salary must be sufficiently large to provide compensation
that at least equals the minimum wage; and

• Your employee’s hours must fluctuate from week to week both above
and below 40 hours.



Fluctuating Work Week

If the test is met –

Week 1 – 45 hours Salary is $500

Follow steps:
Step 1 - $500/45 = $11.11
Step 2 - $11.11 x .5 = $5.56 (premium)
Step 3 - $5.56 x 5 = $27.80
Total owed $527.80

Week 2 – 32 hours – still must pay $500

Note: The fluctuating work week
method allows you to clear all straight
time and focus only on the premium
when overtime is earned.



FLSA: Proposed Rule Changes

http://cardfight.wikia.com/wiki/File:Post-64231-this-is-fine-dog-fire-comic-Im-N7mp.png



FLSA: Proposed Rule Changes

• The Department of Labor has recently proposed updated regulations
governing “white collar workers” – executive, administrative, and
professional employees.

• The final rule was submitted in March.

• The rule is likely to come out prior to May 16, 2016, with at least a
sixty (60) day grace period for compliance.

• The new regulations were estimated to impact 1 in 2 current exempt
employees.



FLSA: Proposed Rule Changes

• Why?
• The regulations were extremely outdated, in that the last time they were

updated was 2004.

• According to the DOL “[w]ith this proposed rule, the Department seeks to
update the salary level required for exemption to ensure that the FLSA’s
intended overtime protections are fully implemented, and to simplify the
identification of nonexempt employees, thus making the executive,
administrative and professional employee exemption easier for employers
and workers to understand and apply.”



FLSA: Proposed Rule Changes
• Salary Change:

• $921 per week, or $47,892 annually (2015); $970 per week, or $50,440
annually (2016);

• Increases yearly – current proposal is 40th percentile for the weekly wages of
all full-time, salaried employees.

• Increase the total annual compensation requirement needed to exempt
highly compensated employees (HCEs) to $122,148 annually; and

• Increases yearly – current proposal is 90th percentile of weekly wages for all
full-time, salaried employees.

• As a result of the automatic increases, employers will have to evaluate their
exempt employees’ compensation yearly to ensure compliance.



FLSA: Proposed Rule Changes

• In addition, the DOL also discussed:
1. Modifying the duties test; and
2. Sought comments on possibly including nondiscretionary

bonuses to satisfy a portion of the standard salary requirement.

• However, no specific regulatory change for either of the above was
proposed.



FLSA: Proposed Rule Changes
Survival Guide:

1. Review all exempt employees.
2. For each exempt employee, ensure their salary/weekly pay satisfies the compensation test (as

well as the duties test).
3. Determine if you should raise salaries to meet the current rule or start paying the employees an

hourly wage.
4. Ask exempt employees to track hours now to get a better idea of how many hours a week they

spend performing their jobs.
5. If the compensation test is not met, these employees must be hourly, no matter their job

duties.
6. Review record keeping procedures to ensure adequate records of hours are being kept.
7. Tighten up policies on reading emails, accessing work computers remotely, and receiving phone

calls after hours to cut down on overtime.
8. Train former exempt employees on proper time keeping procedures/procedures for overtime.
9. Start today, these new rules will eventually go into affect, it is best to get ahead of the changes.
10. Develop positive messaging for employees that will now be hourly.



Skeptical?
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